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treated here; that is the reason the paper In the paper it is stated that a step input ao=0.1, which are the niumerical values
was revised to use these theorems, which of magnitude Ro is applied to the input of used in the paper, it is a very sitmple matter
were not available at the time the original the reference model and control system at to show that the response y(t) is within 5%
analysis was made. time t =0. The analysis assumes that of its steady-state value at t =30 seconds.
initially go+ho=ao; hence, the response of For purpose of analysis in the paper, it was
3. The first paragraph of pomit 3 in the the control system will be identical to assumed that the adaptive control system
discussion is of a nontechnical nature and that of the reference model as long as that was constrained so that all solution trajec-
does not warrant comment. The second equality holds. For the purpose of the tories of variables xi and X2 were identi-
paragraph discusses some properties of analvsis, it is assumed that this equality does cally zero ultil after T0_30 seconds. No
theorem 2. Both the discussion and con- hold for a period of 20 to 30 seconds. The perturbations were permitted prior to that
clusions seem quite evident from the state- stability of the response of the entire time. The consequence of this assump-
ment of the theorem without need for the adaptive control system to perturbations tion is treated in the paper. On this basis,
trivial counter example. This portion of the applied to the parameter go after this time is the conclusion of the discussion is inap-
diScUSSiOn iS essentially independent of the discussed in the paper. The consequences plicable to the paper.
specific material in the paper and has noth- of perturbations prior to 20 seconds are also 5. Under point 5, the assertion that the
ing to do with its validity. In the question treated briefly. Assertions made in the first reutso Thdeore2n donot roieusetnthttefu
at the end of point 3, the last set of inequality paragraph of point 4 of the discussion are ansresultsof Theorem 2 do not provide useful
signs appears to be reversed if the question paragrsed o onmteria ofro thediscssio are answers to this class of adaptive controlisto have meaning. Assuming this re- not based on material from the paper, are system is incorrect and is in no way sub-
versal, the answer to the question is that not substantiated in the discussion, and stantiated by any of the previous points in
to must satisfy the given inequality. This if not actually invalid-do not appear the discussion. The remainder of the dis-tpomst stisfay theogniven intequality. applicable to the paper. cussion implies that only global asymptoticpoint is amply recognized in the paper, and The second paragraph of point 4 states stability is of interest. Although this maythe question is not pertinent to any con- that no proof of the settling time is given. be the discusser's opinion, there are num-elusion contained in the paper. The settling time referred to in the paper is erous important problems where knowing
4. The discussion in point 4 tends to ram- that of the reference model, which is the extent of regions of local asymptotic
ble in terms of logic and does not accurately described by a linear time stationary first- stability is of considerable interest. This
reflect the content of the paper. The use of order differential equation. The response is particularly true if the region of local
"disturbance" in the first sentence is not in of this system to a step input is given by stability covers the entire region of practical
the same context as its use in the paper. equation 9 of the paper. For Ro=10 and concern.
armature voltage provides a signal. Sucheedback Compensation Using a signal is mathematically related to
the output signal by the reciprocal of the
Derivative igna s transfer function from that point to the
output, and thus, is often a sum of several
derivatives of the output signal. In all
I- Routh's Criterion; Root Loci such feedback paths, filter elementsmay be inserted; the transfer functions of
such filters are, in general, a ratio of two
D. W. ELLIOTT G. J. THALER J. C. W. HESELTINE polynomials, and the numerator poly-
STUDENT MEMBER IEEE SENIOR MEMBER IEEE nomial represents additional differentia-
tions of the signal.
Summary: Most signals used for feedback fed back are frequently obtained at the A common procedure is to sum all
compensation may be treated mathe- system output using differentiating de- feedback signals at the input of the first
matically as derivatives of the output
signal. IThe gain associated with each vices such as tachometers or accelerom- amplifier, so that all derivatives are fed
derivative signal alters one or more coeffi- eters. Alternately, a signal may be ob- back around all of the energy storage
cients of the characteristic equation of the tained at some point within the system, elements in the system. There are many
closed-loop system, and may also affect e.g., if an electric motor is used the cases, however, where one or more feed-
the steady-state accuracy. The Routh
test may be used in many simple cases to
determine limiting values of the gains. Fig. 1. Block dia-
In more complex cases manipulation of the g r a m-d e r i v a t i ve
characteristic equation provides a root feedback enclosing
locus assisting in design of compensation. all energy storage h2 2 + h,s
elements
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Table 1. Routh Inequalities
Coefficient Fourth Order Fifth Order Sixth Order
s4+a3s3+a2s2+als+ao s5+a4s4+a3s3+a2s2+als+ao s6+a5s5+a4S4+a3s3+a2S2+als+ao





a2(a3a4-a2) -aoa4> a3(a2a4-a3) -a62a2






a2(a3a4 -a2) -a4(ala4-ao) > ao .(a2at a,) [a3(a4as a3) as(a2a al) > (a4a5 as) [al(a4ta a3) a52ao(aaa4-a2) 2 (aia4-ao)........
at a2ias >-. , ,, a4a5 >a3
a2a a4
a4 (a1a4 - ao) -Fa2 2
as a.(aia2-ao) ,.at. .............. ................. a3(a4a6 -a3) >a,(a2a,-ai)
\jas(a1a2-atao) a4a2
a2(a3a4-a2) -a4(ala4-ao) > ao . (a4at,-a) [at(a2as-ala4a,-a3) +ar2acl at(a2a,-a,)2
(a3a4- a2) 2 (ala4- ao)
back paths do not enclose all of the energy which expands to tion, if the order of m is still given by m < n
storage elements, i.e., the open-loop D-= s +dSk 1 d d +k -1 the terms altered by Cm will still be
transfer function between the error de- c-Su(S S Cis)+ Up to n +k -I and the terms in the range
tector and the summing point contains K[(Cs+ ms Cs)+l1]=0 +k+lto n+k will be unaffected.
poles. () hen derivative feedback (with and
The following conditions (common to Thus, each derivative term sr where without associated time lags) encompasses
many practical systems) are verified by m <nHk-I increases one and only one only a portion of the forward transfer
manipulating transfer function equations: term in the uncompensated characteristic function, this presents several different
(a) When a feedback path encloses all equation by an amount KCG,. possibilities which are best examined by
energy storage units from the pick-off point When the derivative feedback has considering the block diagram in symbolic
to the error signal, and there are no zeros in associated time lags but feeds around all form as shown in Fig. 2. The closed-loop
the forward-transfer function, each deriva- energy storage elements the block dia- transferfunctionis
tive term in the feedback function alters ergyisorage nts wthe blc fd-
one and only one coefficient in the character- gamk iso as forig.e buwtheilofe N, G2G,istic equation. Poles of the feedback func- back loop H modified by the inclGsion of a = =
tion raise the order of the characteristic general denominator polynomial giving a
equation (above that of the uncompensated transfer function of the form: and the characteristic equation is
system).
(b) When a feedback path does not enclose H_ Cmsm+Cm-lsmt+ Cis (4) D = 1-+GIH2+G2G,=0 (8)
all energy storage units, and there are not s'+B_-ls.i'. Bls+Bo
zeros in the forward transfer function, each The various practical alternatives for
derivative term in the feedback function Then the characteristic equation is the form of the symbolic terms in this
alters as many coefficients as there are D-1lG(H 1)=O 5) characteristicequationaretabulatedwith
energy storage elements between the error Dh=1+G(-5 characteristic equation saetwit
detector and the junction at which the feed- thelr resultant characterstc equatons n
back signal is summed. which expands to Table II.
.. . .~~~~~~~~~~~D = DCs'(sk +dk_,S-,s.....d,s+do)X . .....One tabulation is given forThese conditions are illustrated in Figs. (sk+dk-.ski. . dls+do) X
1 and 2. (sl±Bi...i =. .Bis+Bo)± K
From Fig. 1 the closed-loop transfer K[(Cms"+Cnz-ism'.. Cis)+ G=sn7r(S+p)
function (st+Bi_ls1 1. . B,s+B)] (6) For a second tabulation with
Fe=
Nc G (1) Each derivative term increases one, Ktr(s+z)
De 1+G(H+1) and only one, term in the uncompensated GI=sn7r(sb)
and the characteristic equation is characteristic equation. The order of
the uncompensated equation is, however, replace K in the characteristic equation
De=1+G(H+1)=0 (2) raised from n+k to nH-k+l. In addi- byKir(s+z).
From the theory of equations, each
coefficient of the characteristic equation is
determined by the roots (or vice versa).
| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Thus, to specify independently the loca-
L - m S tCm-lS --- ISl ~~~tions of all Nroots of anNth order equa-
Fig. 3. Block dia- tion, the gain andN-1 derivative signals
_ .i _ ~~~~~~~~~~~gram-type1,third- must be available and independently ad-
- G = - - _ > ~~~velocity and accel- characteristic equation must be inde-
,t, ---o ~eration feedback pendently adjustable. This is possible
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Table II fied by appropriate choice of hi and h2
- for any value of system gain.
Gi G2 Hi Dc =1+ GiH,+ G1G2 The inequality may also be satisAied by
the use of one derivative term only.
K2.. .Kism7(s+c).....sn7r(s+p)+K{Kism7r(s+c)+K2} Since the use of first derivative feedback
K2 ........Kism(s+c) sn r(sP)(s+b)+KIKis'm,(s+c)+K27(S+b)} results in an increased velocity lag error
K2 for a fixed value of system gain, it would
(s + ). ..Kismr(s+c). ..sn(s+p) (s+,3) + Kl K,srm(s+c)(s+,3) + K2) be preferable to use second-derivative
K K2 K,sM7r'(s+±) feedback alone to obtain stability. Alter-
S w(s+p) 7r(S+ l) . r( +b) natively, the use of first derivative as well
. Ksm7rC(s+c). Snr(s+±b)(s)+K Kism(c(s+c) (s+O)+K2r(s+ac)J will give complete freedom of choice of
dominant roots for the svstem. If this is
Km,,(s+a) Kis"%(s+c)7r(S+f) 7r(s+b) Sn7(s+p)(s+b)(s+O3)+K{Kism (s+c)(s+f)± desirable, the system gain would have to
K27r(s+2)(s+b) } be increased to maintain a desired steady-
state error for a ramp input. If K is fixed
equation 12 may be used to define hi and
equation 15 to define limiting value for h2.
only when N - 1 pure derivatives are thus, if it is desired to determine a limit qt
available (no filters with poles) and only on the a, coefficient for instance, the t oguaranteea maximum settling time for
when the signals are fed back around all inequalities may be expressed in terms the tran sientr sponse. Thisis done by
energy storage elements and there are no of a,. Then, if first derivative feedback translatinghe origin of the co-ordinate
zeros in the forward-transfer function. In is to be used, the difference between the system a selected number of units to the
practice, such conditions may be available uncompensated value of a, and this upper left, and applying the criterion to the
and practical for second- and third-order limit imposes a range of effectiveness for revised equation. If the criterion is satis-
systems, but seldom for fourth or higher first derivative feedback. fied, it is guaranteed that all roots have
orders. Thus, feedback compensation A simple illustration is offered by a a negative real part at least as large as the
exercises control over the locations of a third-order system (Fig. 3) employing amount the origin was translated; i.e.,
few roots only. To adjust system per- velocity and acceleration feedback. for the third-order system the origin is
formance the controlled roots must be the The closed-loop transfer function is translated a units to the left, defining a
dominant roots, and in addition the un- N, K co-ordinate system x so that
controlled roots must remain in the left- Fc =D
hand half of the s-plane, so a stabilitv test Dcs(s±b)(s+b)+K(hs+hs+) xa (15)
is needed. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(9)is needed. .............. Then s = x+a, and the characteristic
For simpler cases the Routh criterion And the characteristic equation is equation becomes:
provides a useful stability test and root-
locus sketches indicate the effect of the 0= =s(s±b,)(s+b,)+K(h,s2-h,s±I) (x+a)3+a2(x+a)'+a,(x+a)+ao= () (16)
feedback on the dominant roots. For = sI+(b,+b2+Kh2)s'+
higher-order cases the Routh test is too (blb2+Khl)s+K (10) from which
unwieldly, but the root locus is still val- x3+X2(3a +a2)+x(3a1+2a2a +a,)+
uable. In both cases such studies are which is of the form cz+a2a2+a1a+ao=( (16A)
concerned only with the dynamic perform- O=D,=s3+a2s2+ais+ao (1OA)
ance; yet the complete control problem This is of the form
requires consideration of steady-state ac- The velocity constant is x3+A2x2+Ax+Ao=( (16B)
curacy. In general, the feedback signals K
impair steadv-state performance only K= (11) so the Routh array of equation 13 applies,.stays e c ol , b,b + Kh,thsablycreioofquin14as
when the order of the lowest derivative the stability criterion of equation 14 alsa
of the output in the feedback signal is And the steady-state velocity lag error is applies, but the parameter relationship
equal to or less than the order of the Input Velocity b1b2 must be rederived.
highest derivative component in the input Es,= KU -elocit K_+h__ (12) The general concepts indicated above
signal. For such cases the final value apply to any system with transfer func-
theorem provides an equation which The Routh array is tions of the form previously considered.
shows the influence of the gain constants I3a, The Routh inequalities become more com-
of the feedback paths. plex as the order of the characteristic
s, a2 aj (13) equation increases, and the specific rela-
The Routh Criterion and Its a2a,-ao tionships involving the coefficients of the
Application SaI feedback terms become even more com-
plex, especially if the forward transfer-
The use of the Routh Array to deter- From this the conditions for stability are function contains zeros, the feedback
mine stability limits is well known. In functioncontains poles,and if not all poles.
this sense the array is usually employed a,a,-a,O are within the minor loop. It is not
to determine a limiting value of system a, practical to tabulate Routh inequalities
gain. The same array, howevrer, may be a,a, .a, (14) for all possible cases, but to illustrate the
used to determrine limiting values for complexity, and at the same time provide-
any of the coefficients of a characteristic (b,+b,-fKh,)(b,b,±Khi).a =K relationships which are of some practical.
equation expressed in polynomial form; Since all quantities are defined as posi- value, the Routh inequalities for selected
assuming all other coeffcients are fixed, tive, inequality 14 may always be satis- fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-order- cases are
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given in the Appendix. For the more an equation may be obtained for the third- But also from equations 17 and 21
complex cases it is usually best to derive order systems with velocity and accelera- >
the relationships as needed. The steady- tion feedback. The characteristic equa- _ +/a1 (24
state error equation of course, must be tion 10 leads to the Routh array of equa- or
evaluated for each specific problem. tion 13 and the stability conditions of
One additional manipulation is also equation 14. Manipulating e.F Vb1b2+Kh1 (25)
available with the Routh array. Some a This is an example of controlling a pair
control of the frequency (X) of the a1 . (17) of complex roots by the variation of two
dominant complex roots may be obtained a2 coefficients. The use of the equation de-
by adjustment of certain feedback gains, which gives fines either K or hk, in which case co is de-
and the Routh array provides the neces-
K fined since it is dependent on both K andsary equation. As a first step the origin b,b2+Kh,> (18) hi. Note also that
of co-ordinates would be translated to bl+b2+Kh2
assure the desired real part for the roots, or b,b2+ Kh, =- E,,K K(26)
then the sl row in the array (see equation KossKv
13) is used to establish the stability hi > 1 b1b2 (19) EsSK 112 /K \112
criterion, i.e., the relationship between the bl+b2+Kh2 K > Xj j) (27)
gains which guarantees that at least one Using the s2 row of the array
root has the specified negative real value,
and no root lies to the right of this value. s2a2+ao = 0 (20) Root-Locus Techniques
For high-order systems the S2, s3, etc.,
rows in the array also give rise to stability s= F -° (21) The root-locus plot for a feedback sys-
inequalities which must be satisfied, but a2 tem can be obtained in a variety of ways,
regardless of this restriction an equation !/K onlv two of which are presented here.
may be written down from the s2row in - Kb+b, 2) (22) The first method is the result of block
the array which specifies the values of co diagram manipulation; the second method
at which the roots may be located while w4IK±Kh results from manipulations of the charac-
still at the defined stability limit. Such bl+b2 teristic equation.
4' I * S 0 X g, hit < , X Ss _=P
celeration feedback root-locus tecniques loop tranteeisticcequation.
aprahs + -
A-Block~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e di KrIm














D-Possible root locations for compensated system (D)
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Consider the block diagram of Fig. 4(A) and is independent of the parameters of and error is inevitable, but the technique
in which the uncompensated hardware is the uncompensated loop. The choice of can be applied to systems of considerable
fourth order, and the feedback signal con- values for h1; h12; K and K1 is not always complexity.
tains first and second derivatives. Using a simple one. To illustrate this, assume An alternate approach is to use the
established manipulations of the block a location for the real zero, with resulting characteristic equation. For the system
diagram, the uncompensated loop is re- family of root loci as in Fig. 4(D). of Fig. 4(A) this is
duced to an equivalent block between its Note that the particular root loci to be
output and the point where the feed- considered depend on the value of the sD-As +Bs+[C+K4(h-+Kh2)1s +
back signal is to be injected, and the feed- product KKI, but the locations of the roots (D+KIp4h,+KKl)s+KKlp4 = 0
back loop is then added as in Fig. 4(B). on these loci depend on the product K where
The poles of the equivalent block are t.he (h1+h2).
roots of the uncompensated system, and If such a system is to be used for static A=P+P2+P3+p4
may be determined by constructing the positioning only, so that the steady-state B =PIP2+Pl-P+PIP4+P2P3+lP2P4+P3P4
root loci for the uncompensated system velocity errior is not of primary concern, C= p2p3+p1p2P4+PIP3P4±P2P3P4
as shown in Fig. 4(C). Note that the then the product KK1 is chosen on the
pole locations (root locations) depend on basis of threshold or load-torque consid- D = PPP3P4 (30)
the product KK1, which in turn depends erations. This characteristic equation may be parti-
on the steady-state accuracy specifica- The choice of h1; h2; and the individual tioned to give
tions. values of K and K1 are selected on the
From Fig. 4(B) the loop transfer func- basis of desired root location on the one 5 ±As4±Bs3±Cs2+Ds
tion for the compensated system is root locus. On the other hand, if ramp =[K-(h+h2)s'+KIP4hl+
r K inputs are expected the velocity lag error KK1s+KKIP41 (31)
GH=- (s+p3)+KKI X is important. The steady-state error is
s(s+pl)(s+p2) j from which
Fp4hls+hhs2±h2s21 E-=,ss tI2( + hi) (29) Ki[(hl+h2)s2+(p4h,+K)s+Kp4
S+P4K -1= s(s4+As3+Bs2+ Cs+D)
/p4hA\ When E,, anid wss are specified the limiting (32)
(hi+ h2)Ks. s+h h value of the velocity constant is known,\12f ~~~~and for a selected KK, product equation and by inspection(s+R1)(s+R2)(s+Rs)(s+R4)(s+p4) 249 may be written p4h,+K Kp4(28) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~KI(hi +h2) S2+~ s+-f- -1
Thus, using this approach to the analysis k Ess( s(s+pb)s(s+pi)(s+P3)(s+P4)
of the feedback compensation, two real s KKP
zeros and one real pole are added to the Thus, if hA has been selected in setting the (3)
poles defined by the roots of the uncom- location of the real zero, a limit point can The root locus is thus constructed using
pensated system. The pole p4 would be established on each root locus of the the poles of the uncompensated open loop,
normally be far out on the negative real family, providing a subdivision of the s- plus the pole (p4) of the feedback com-
axis, and the location of the real zero is plane into zones of acceptable and non- pensator, with two zeros specified by the
controlled by the gain factors h, and h2, acceptable root locations. Some trial feedback gains, and the forward gain K.
The pole configuration is shown in Fig.
5(A) and the zero configuration in Fig.
Figo 5. Compen- 5(B). Note that the zeros may be placed
sadto O 'ourtn virtually any place by proper choice of hi,
velocity and acceler- h2, and K. Fig. 5(C) shows a set of
ation feedback typical root loci for various zero locations.
root-locus tech- Using the steady-state error relation-
P4 -P3 -P2 -p1 niques-characteris- ship limit lines may be added to the root





root loci for com-
POSSIBLE ZERO LOCATIONS o 0 pensated system
DEPENDING ON CHOICE OF
VALUES FOR h, h2 oK *
0
-r4 -r3 -r2 -r \Il
POLES. ___ 0 0 t
0
(8) (c)
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a b c
h s+h2S2 a bIc '~~~~~~-
K23 X c \ \ /
S(s+2) (s\3) (sI5) 0-| -2
(A) ''
Fig. 6. Numerical example
1 1 l , L | [~~~2 1A-Block diagrdm B-Root loci 7 -6 -5 i4 V 2
UNCOMPENSATED
SYSTEM / |'
----ROOT LOCATIONS / /
COMPENSATED
SYSTEM
To illustrate these concepts in con- -- ASYMPTOTES/ / 0 - X 2
crete form, consider a type-i fourth-order
system compensated with pure first and / 3
second derivative feedback as shown in \ p I\
Fig. 6(A). / ' ' 4
For purposes of illustration it is as- /
sumed that the system poles are located '(B)
at -2, -3, -5. It is also assumed that
the system gain is 1,500, based on a stiff- 1 h1/h2=3 k2/h2=6.25 unchanged at 1,500,
ness specification. The characteristic
equation is 2. =4 = 6.25 50h1 = K2-1
s4±+10s3+31s2+30s+1,500=0 3. =4.5 =6.06 is the equation which ensures that the
The gain at the stability limit is 84, so If the zeros are chosen to correspond to specified KD will be obtained.
that system is unstable with one pair of the third case, then The introduction of a steady-state errorrequirement, however, further restricts
complex roots in the right-half plane. k2
For the compensated system the closed- - = 45 - = 6.06 c
loop functionsh2 h2 Consider, therefore, that the system isloop function is required to follow a 25-degree-per-second
GIG2
and if 42 iS chosen as unity then velocity input with a velocity lag error
1+G,H1+G,G2 h2=0. 165 and hi =0.743 not to exceed 1 degree. Then the system
* W?.'~~K= 25, and applying the final value
or using Table I the characteristic equa- The resultant characteristic equation then to foran appinput givesT _ theorem for a ramp input gives
tion is becomes, for v= 1,500
s4-I-- 30s--29S2+ 1,4s ,0 2=KK2Dc=s(s+2)(s+3)(s-+-5)-+ sl+h+2i 1,,44s+l,500 K K
Kih2s2+his+K2A=0 The roots of this equation are approxi-
A root locus may be drawn from mately:For the system considered this producesA root locus may be drawn from mately: o =,OOr.3for KIt 1, 500; 7rb i 30
Kh2{s2+(hi/h2)S+K2/h2_ jmr s= -2+jl.3
s(s+2)(s+3)(s+5) s= -3+jl6 25 30+1,500hK
The numerator of this equation has two The introduction of a steady-state error
real, two equal, or one pair of complex requirement, however, imposes a further
roots dependent on the magnitude of the restriction on the choice of feedback 2K2 -1 50hk-+1
coefficients hj/h2 and K2/h2. Complex parameters. It may be noted that apply- 50 or K2= 2
roots are assumed in this case and the ing the final value theorem to the com- This relationship defines ., in terms of
following inequality must prevail: pensated svstem the system K, is 1.31 or, K2 revalues ofK nds hosen and
* ~~~~~~~~~~2for the values of K, and K chosen and
K2 1 IL 2 in other words, the system response to a shows that the degrading effect of the first
h2 > 4 ram input would involve a large velocity derivative feedback can be offset by thelag error. If the system KA is increased additional gain factor K2. To examine
or to 50 corresponding to a 1-degree lag for
a 50degre-pe-secnd rmp iput,the the transient response, this relationship
h,2 ~~~~~a50-degree-per-seco amp np , the ma be inrdcdit' h ueao
K2 > following equation must be satisfied: ma be Inu
4h2 of the system root-locus equation which
At hi pinpot herot ocs fr 2 s =1,500K2 defines the zeros of the root-locus plot.
values of h2/h2 and K2/h2 which gives P+hTusnmeao
complex roots in a location that will pro- or h2s2+his+K2=0
duce an acceptable transient performance.
The root loci for three selected combina- 50=150KsutitngfrK
tions are shown in Fig. 6(B) . These three 30+1,5004,ho2 hs 50hl+ 1
loci correspond to: Assuming that the system gain remains 2
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\20 Fig. 7. Numerical -12
example ---
>h2lhi 15 A-Effect of steddy- 1 /
\ Stdte error specifica- 11 -10
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for specified K,
5 B-Root location for l
selected values of
acceleration and




or - -6 -4 - 2
h2S2+h1(s+ 50)+112=0 0) 1 /
A frm frot ocu ma bedran bsed The uncompensated characteristic equa- characteristic equation when expanded in
on this equation and on selected values tion is then the Routhl arrav.
for one of the variables. ore directly, - Where possible the inequality has been
a limiting root locus may be drawn using sI+-10s3+ 173.5s2-I+-600s-+ 15,000 expressed in a form to illustrate the relation-
the K, relationship: The steady-state performance is thus ship between a given coefficient a1, a2, or a3* The steady-state performance is thus and the remaining coefficients, which will
50h, = 2K2 -1 guaranteed, but the transient perform- ensure that one pair of complex roots or one
ance must be checked and additional real root lies to the left of the imaginary axis
If K2 iS very large, then trial and error may be required. in the s-plane. Thus, for complete stability
all of the inequalities must he satisfied for a
K2 = 25h1 given coefficient appropriate to the given
Conclusions order of characteristic equation.
The limit line is obtained from the root For the hligher-order systems, the in-
locus The design of feedback compensation equalities tlhemselves result in polynomials
may be accomplished in a relatively sys- in the particular coefficient which must in
h2s+h1s+25h,=0 tematic way using either the Routh cri- turn be solved to obtain at least a limiting
or terion or the root-locus method. Both value.
work quite well when only one feedback
h s2 = 1E nr parameter is adjustable, and bo-th can be
hi (s+25) extended to design with two adjustable References
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